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Background and purpose of this paper 

The research aim of the Best Practices in Public Management project is to 

examine how best practices are used as advisory topics by international agencies, 

how they are used to inform public management decisions by governments, and 

how they are used as teaching topics in graduate schools of public policy and 

public administration.  

In addressing the latter question, a good place to start would seem to be 

courses dealing with management, leadership, and the decision sciences. This 

short paper begins this process by looking at how leading American schools, 

particularly the Harvard Kennedy School (HKS), teach these subjects. 

In their review of Canadian MPP and MPA programs, Clark and Pal (2011)3 

noted that a principal issue in curriculum design is whether and how to mount 

courses on management, leadership, and the decision sciences. Course 

descriptions for most Canadian programs4 can be found on their respective web 

sites. Links to course descriptions can be found on the Canadian Masters 

Programs in Public Policy and Public Administration site on Supplementary 

Resources section of the PPG Portal. More detail on some of the courses can be 

found on the Courses site on the PPG Portal. 

Management, leadership, and the decision sciences at leading US programs 

Relative to Canadian MPP and MPA programs, leading American programs 

appear to place substantial curricular focus on leadership development and on 

operational skills associated with the practice of public management. For 

example, Syracuse’s Maxwell School (self-described as “the nation's first 

professional program in public management and policy, and it is consistently 

ranked as the best public administration program in the US”) summarizes its 

one-year MPA as a “40-credit professional graduate degree designed to prepare 

students to lead and manage in the public sector” (emphasis added). It features a 

required four-week full-time Executive Leadership Seminar (about “cultivating 

your own leadership style … transitioning from student to professional”) that 

acts almost as a capstone to its capstone four-week full-time MPA Workshop. 

The topics covered in the leadership seminar include: “interest-based 

negotiation as leadership, work and conflict self assessment, negotiation in 

groups, managerial mediation as leadership, working with the media, ethical 

                                                           
3
 Ian D. Clark and Leslie A. Pal, Academic Respectability Meets Professional Utility: Canadian 

MPA/MPP Programs and Professional Competencies, November 21, 2012. 
4
 The Canadian Association of Programs on Public Administration (CAPPA) provides a list on the 

Masters Programs section of the CAPPA site. 

https://portal.publicpolicy.utoronto.ca/en/BestPractices/Pages/default.aspx
https://portal.publicpolicy.utoronto.ca/en/sr/MastersPrograms/Pages/default.aspx
https://portal.publicpolicy.utoronto.ca/en/sr/MastersPrograms/Pages/default.aspx
https://portal.publicpolicy.utoronto.ca/en/Pages/index2.aspx
https://portal.publicpolicy.utoronto.ca/en/courses/Pages/index.aspx
http://www.maxwell.syr.edu/pa/mpaprogram.asp
http://www.maxwell.syr.edu/pa_degree_programs.aspx?id=652
http://www.maxwell.syr.edu/pa_degree_programs.aspx?id=652
http://ww2.publicpolicy.utoronto.ca/FacultyandContacts/IanClarkWebPageatUofT/Documents/AcademicRespectabilityMeetsProfessionalUtility21Nov2011.pdf
http://ww2.publicpolicy.utoronto.ca/FacultyandContacts/IanClarkWebPageatUofT/Documents/AcademicRespectabilityMeetsProfessionalUtility21Nov2011.pdf
http://www.cappa.ca/index.php/en/programs/masters-programs
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leadership, persuasion and advocacy as leadership, collaborative problem 

solving as leadership, negotiating in networks, entrepreneurship and creativity 

as leadership, and leadership styles and assessments” (emphasis added).5  

The emphasis on management, leadership and the decision sciences is even 

more pronounced at the Harvard Kennedy School. The HKS states that “MPP 

core requirements are built upon strong foundations in three methodological 

areas: analysis, management, and leadership.” Its first year required courses are 

intended to “develop the following core skills to prepare our students for public 

service: economics, quantitative analysis, politics and advocacy, financial 

management, strategic management, ethics, and leadership” (emphasis added). 

The range of management and leadership courses at the Kennedy School is 

remarkable, a legacy of Dean Joseph Nye (1995-2004) who made leadership a 

signature element of the curriculum. A complete listing of the 50 Kennedy School 

courses in the “Management, Leadership and Decision Sciences” series is 

provided in Annex 1. There are almost as many courses in this series as in the 

more traditional MPP series in “Analysis of Policies and Institutions” and 

“Democracy, Politics and Institutions.” As well, the HKS makes extensive use of 

case studies, which automatically gives a practice-oriented flavour to the 

classroom. 

Using HKS as a model 

The rest of this paper deals with the HKS because it has long been an 

aspirational model for new MPP programs the world over, and because it has 

recently posted a great deal of information about its courses on its public 

website. The HKS public website now includes course descriptions and detailed 

syllabi for virtually all its over two hundred courses.6 There is even a series of 

HKS Course Trailers on YouTube where professors explain course objectives and 

approaches.  

The HKS has dramatically expanded since the MPP was inaugurated in 

19697 and is now much larger than any Canadian school except l’École nationale 

                                                           
5
 Quotes are from the course description on the website, December 23, 2012. From personal 

conversations Rosemary O’Leary, Distinguished Professor of Public Administration and 

International Affairs, at the April 2010 IRSPM conference in Bern, it is clear that the Executive 

Leadership Seminar is signature element of the School and draws heavily on a wide list of adjunct 

faculty and professional friends of the school. 
6
 Other than some course renaming and renumbering it is not clear from the HKS website how 

much the HKS syllabi or course line-up have changed as a result of the most recent curriculum 

review. 
7
 The author was one of 21 students in the second class. One indication of how much the world of 

public policy instruction has changed in the last four decades is that the male to female ratio in the 

1972 Kennedy School MPP graduating class was 20 to 1! 

http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/masters/mpp
http://www.youtube.com/course?list=ECE41F2B51276A1E88
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/academic-calendars-and-schedules/course-number-conversion-chart
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d’administration publique. Its size and reputation enable HKS to expose its 

students and faculty to a steady stream of visiting practitioners and thinkers in 

public policy.  

HKS has the status of a faculty, led by a dean, and hires its own professors. 

According to HKS-Facts, there are 190 faculty members, including 51 tenured 

professors, 4 emeritus professors, 12 professors of practice, 7 associate professors, 

15 assistant professors, 40 lecturers, 9 visitors, and 52 part-time adjunct faculty. 

There are 471 staff, including 98 on teaching programs, 204 on research programs 

and 169 on administration and support. There are 494 students in the MPP 

program, 169 in the MPA program, 197 in the Mid-career MPA program, 155 in 

the MPA in International Development program and 157 full-time students in 

doctoral programs. 

As anyone who has visited HKS knows, it has excellent physical plant: an 

Atrium, amphitheatre-style classrooms, “skills rooms” where circular tables can 

be deployed, meeting rooms and interesting student spaces. Classrooms are 

equipped with smart boards and smart podiums to allow easy projection of 

internet materials and DVDs as well as PowerPoint presentations. 

The advertised domestic tuition for the HKS program is $41,418 per year 

(plus about $5,000 for insurance, fees and books) compared to prices ranging up 

to $14,693 per year for Canadian programs. 

Admission and graduation requirements at HKS 

HKS program eligibility requirements are similar to those of many Canadian 

programs. The HKS’s academic prerequisite is “bachelor's degree − some 

knowledge of college-level economics, statistics, and calculus is preferred” with 

work experience “not required, but at least 2-3 years full-time professional 

experience preferred.” Like many Canadian programs, the HKS application 

includes an essay, official transcripts, and three letters of recommendation but, 

unlike Canadian programs, includes submission of “Graduate Record Exam 

(GRE) or Graduate Management Admissions Test (GMAT), even if an advanced 

degree has been earned.”  

For the HKS degree, the MPP Requirements are 18 one-semester courses 

over the two years, with 10 in the first year, and no internship. The most 

demanding of the Canadian MPP courses require 16 one-semester courses plus, 

in at least one cases, a “two one-semester course equivalent” internship between 

the two academic years. HKS courses are 14 weeks long, typically with two 90-

minute classes per week. The HKS website does not provide detailed information 

on class size but many of the syllabi refer to course enrolments being limited to 

http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/history/hks-facts
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/admissions/overview/eligibility#heading_01
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/admissions/apply
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/masters/mpp/curriculum
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72, and most courses have one faculty assistant and two or more course 

assistants. Canadian courses are 12-13 weeks long, typically with one 150-180 

minute class per week. Class sizes are generally smaller than those in HKS, with 

fewer assistants. 

Curricular philosophy and professional orientation at HKS 

The HKS is more explicit than most Canadian schools in emphasising its 

professional, art-of-practice orientation, particularly in respect of management 

and leadership. Its top-level description of the MPP curriculum states that “MPP 

core requirements are built upon strong foundations in three methodological 

areas: analysis, management, and leadership.” Its first year required courses are 

intended to “develop the following core skills to prepare our students for public 

service: economics, quantitative analysis, politics and advocacy, financial 

management, strategic management, ethics, and leadership.” It provides 

practical experience in its first-year Spring Exercise, which “gives students 

practice at applying core tools and concepts in a setting and at a pace 

approximating professional reality” and its second-year Policy Analysis Exercise, 

which produces “an analytic and consultative professional product which 

emanates from the student’s work with a real-world client, under the close 

supervision of a faculty advisor with expertise in the topic.”  

During their first year, HKS students select one of six concentrations: a) 

Business and Government Policy, b) Democracy, Politics and Institutions, c) 

International and Global Affairs, d) International Trade and Finance, e) Political 

and Economic Development, f) Social and Urban Policy. (See HKS PACs and 

Concentrations for descriptions.) 

In perusing the course syllabi, particularly those in the leadership and 

management stream, one cannot help be impressed with the demanding nature 

of the instructors’ expectations for student preparation and participation. For 

example, the MLD-221: Introduction to Negotiation Analysis states, “You must 

attend all Monday and Wednesday class sessions and all Tuesday negotiation 

exercises. Unexcused absences are not permitted. You must have your Program 

Director contact Professor Mandell directly to formally excuse any absence.” And 

many have “cold calling” practices such as MLD-221’s “On Mondays and 

Wednesdays, assigned Learning Teams will be cold called to lead off discussion 

regarding cases, exercises, and readings.” Many have rules for the use of laptops 

and smartphones such as that from DPI-130: Rethinking Policy Design, “The use 

of laptops and tablet PCs is permitted only for referencing course readings and 

taking notes; use of these devices for other purposes, including checking e-mail, 

http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/masters/mpp/curriculum/pacs-and-concentrations
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/masters/mpp/curriculum/spring-exercise
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/masters/mpp/curriculum/pae
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/masters/mpp/curriculum/pacs-and-concentrations
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/masters/mpp/curriculum/pacs-and-concentrations
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/syllabus/MLD-221A.pdf
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/syllabus/DPI-130.pdf
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Facebook, instant messaging, reading blogs/websites, etc. is not permitted... Use 

of cell phones and smartphones in class is not permitted.” Furthermore, if the 

images of classrooms on the course trailers are indicative, professors and 

students seem to dress “professionally” for the classroom. 

Required and core courses at HKS 

HKS requires 7.5 one-semester core courses, all in the first year, plus 3-7 one-

semester courses in a selected concentration. This allows for 3-7 elective courses, 

depending on the selected concentration. 

The HKS MPP degree requirements are described here and the 2012-13 

course listing here. The HKS core required courses in the first year are: 

1. API-101: Markets and Market Failure  

2. API-102: Economic Analysis of Public Policy. This course comes in four 

sections with slightly different policy cases. Section A (which requires 

calculus) includes climate change, tax policy, welfare policy, government 

contracting, health care, education, immigration, and trade. Section B 

focuses on economic policymaking in the open economy, with both 

macroeconomic and microeconomic elements. Section C focuses on 

applications at the nexus of business and government, including energy 

policy, competition policy, environmental regulation, financial markets, 

labor markets, public health and safety, and insurance markets. Section D 

focuses on social policy and the design of optimal government programs, 

with applications including poverty alleviation, health, education, 

unemployment, and taxation.  

3. API-201: Quantitative Analysis and Empirical Methods  

4. API-202: Empirical Methods II  

5. API-500: Spring Exercise (0.5 credit) 

6. DPI-101: Mobilizing for Political Action - American Politics & 

Comparative Politics. “The class develops the skills for effective political 

analysis and advocacy, including memo- and op-ed writing, as well as the 

skills to brief actors who need to know everything about the politics of a 

situation in a short period of time.” 

7. DPI-201: The Responsibilities of Public Action  

8. MLD-101: Strategy, Structure and Leadership in Public Service 

Organizations. This course “introduces students to concepts and analytic 

techniques fundamental to managing and leading organizations, 

[including] organizational strategy, leadership and motivating people, 

performance measurement, managing teams, decision making and 

http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/registrar/procedures/requirements/mpp
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/ped-210
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persuasion, and operations” and its rigourous approach is reflected in the 

required readings listed in the MLD-101 course syllabus. Annex 3 

reproduces the course description, the main teaching topics, and the 

required readings. 

The HKS core required courses in the second year are: 

9. Policy Analysis Exercise and year-long seminar 

10. Policy Area of Concentration: electives for the selected concentration 

Professionally-oriented elective courses at HKS 

A striking difference in the core curriculum between HKS and that of most 

Canadian programs is the extent to which the HKS addresses: 1) leadership 

theory, 2) organizational behaviour, 3) behavioural psychology, 4) negotiation, 5) 

effective communication, and 6) policy design. After being introduced to these 

six subjects in a rigorous way in their first year required MLD-101 and DPI-101 

courses, students at the Kennedy School can pursue them in more depth with 

electives, primarily in the second-year. There are several elective courses on 

leadership, including MLD-201: Exercising Leadership: The Politics of Change 

(see Christine Letts video for the non-profit leadership section of this course) and 

MLD-326: Decision Making and Leadership in the Public Sector, several on 

organizational behaviour and change, including MLD-604: Performance 

Leadership: Producing Results in Public and Nonprofit Agencies (see Robert 

Behn video), MLD-304: Science of Behavior Change: Judgment and Decision 

Making and MLD-305: Emotional Influences on Decision Making: Bias and 

Benefit. There are two elective courses on negotiation including MLD-221: 

Introduction to Negotiation Analysis. There are seven elective courses on 

persuasion and effective communications, including MLD-342: Persuasion: The 

Science and Art of Effective Influence (see Gary Orren video), DPI-801: The Arts 

of Communication, DPI-810M: Introduction to Writing for Policy and Politics, 

DPI-820M: Policy Writing for Decision Makers, and DPI-830: Advanced Intensive 

Writing: Column and Opinion Writing. There are several electives on policy 

design, including DPI-130: Rethinking Policy Design, DPI-312: Sparking Social 

Change (see Archon Fung and Mark Moore video) and DPI-682: Solving 

Problems Using Technology, PED-210: Public Finance in Theory and Practice (see 

Jay Rosengard video). 

Preliminary conclusions 

The first preliminary conclusion from this review is that, through extensive 

use of the case method of teaching, the HKS makes significant use of best 

http://www.hks.harvard.edu/syllabus/MLD-101B.docx
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-201-a
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPVseQTVdPk&list=PLE41F2B51276A1E88
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-326
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-604
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-604
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cgXQcmVOmPU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cgXQcmVOmPU
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-304-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-304-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-305
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-305
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-221-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-221-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-342
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-342
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8XUx056sdhg
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/dpi-801-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/dpi-801-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/dpi-810m-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/dpi-820m-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/dpi-830-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/dpi-830-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/dpi-130
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/dpi-312
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/dpi-312
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QwuiFdVuFVI
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/dpi-682
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/dpi-682
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/ped-210
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b9ycl06tevc&list=ECE41F2B51276A1E88&index=5
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practices in its courses on management, leadership and the decision sciences. 

More detailed review of the syllabi would likely be able to determine the extent 

to which the cases make use of best practice advice provided by international 

agencies. 

The second preliminary conclusion is that the HKS approach looks to be 

effective, at least from a student assessment perspective. 26 graduates of one 

Canadian MPP program were asked in January 2013 their opinion of the merits 

incorporating some features of the HKS curriculum into the program they had 

taken.8 All the graduates were impressed with at least some elements of the HKS 

curriculum. An overwhelming majority agreed that Canadian programs would 

be more professionally useful if they included more curricular material on 

management, leadership and the decision sciences and if they made greater use 

of case studies. 

This brief review suggests that there is considerable scope for expanding the 

use of best practice material in the MPP/MPA programs in Canada and likely in 

other countries as well.  

  

                                                           
8
 The graduates received their degrees between 2009 and 2012. Their current professional status 

is: 4 in the federal government, 9 in provincial governments (including 2 in political offices), 1 in 

municipal government, 3 in non-profits, 4 in think tanks and universities, 2 in a private firm or 

association, and 3 pursuing further studies. 
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Annex 1: Complete listing of HKS courses on 

Management, Leadership and Decision Sciences9 

Number  Course Title Semester  Faculty  

MLD-101-

A  

Strategy, Structure, and Leadership 

in Public Service Organizations  

Fall Nathalie Laidler-

Kylander  

MLD-101-B Strategy, Structure, and Leadership 

in Public Service Organizations  

Fall Hannah Riley Bowles  

MLD-101-

C 

Strategy, Structure, and Leadership 

in Public Service Organizations  

Fall Steven Kelman  

MLD-101-

D 

Strategy, Structure, and Leadership 

in Public Service Organizations  

Fall Thomas Glynn  

MLD-102 Getting Things Done: Management 

in a Development Context  

Fall Matt Andrews  

MLD-110-

A  

Strategic Management for Public 

Purposes  

Fall Peter Zimmerman  

MLD-110-B Strategic Management for Public 

Purposes  

Spring TBA  

MLD-201-

A  

Exercising Leadership: The Politics 

of Change  

Fall Ronald Heifetz  

MLD-201-B Exercising Leadership: The Politics 

of Change  

Spring Dean Williams  

MLD-202 Exercising Leadership: A Cross-

Cultural & International 

Perspective  

Fall Dean Williams  

MLD-221-

A  

Introduction to Negotiation 

Analysis  

Fall Brian Mandell  

                                                           
9
 At http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-

listing/(subject)/MLD/(semester)/0 (accessed 30 December 2012). Note: Courses with suffix M 

are half credit courses. 

http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/(sort)/course_sort_key/(sort_dir)/desc/(subject)/MLD
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/(sort)/course_title/(sort_dir)/asc/(subject)/MLD
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/(sort)/term/(sort_dir)/asc/(subject)/MLD
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/(sort)/faculty_sort_key/(sort_dir)/asc/(subject)/MLD
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-101-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-101-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-101-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-101-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/nathalie-laidler-kylander
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/nathalie-laidler-kylander
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-101-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-101-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-101-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/hannah-riley-bowles
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-101-c
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-101-c
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-101-c
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-101-c
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/steven-kelman
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-101-d
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-101-d
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-101-d
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-101-d
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/thomas-glynn
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-102
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-102
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-102
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/matt-andrews
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-110-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-110-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-110-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-110-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/peter-zimmerman
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-110-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-110-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-110-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-201-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-201-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-201-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-201-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/ronald-heifetz
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-201-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-201-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-201-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/dean-williams
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-202
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-202
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-202
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-202
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/dean-williams
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-221-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-221-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-221-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-221-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/brian-mandell
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/(subject)/MLD/(semester)/0
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/(subject)/MLD/(semester)/0
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Number  Course Title Semester  Faculty  

MLD-221-B Introduction to Negotiation 

Analysis  

Fall Brian Mandell  

MLD-221-

C 

Introduction to Negotiation 

Analysis  

Fall Kessely Hong  

MLD-221-

D 

Introduction to Negotiation 

Analysis  

Spring Kessely Hong  

MLD-230 Advanced Workshop in Multiparty 

Negotiation and Conflict 

Resolution 

January Brian Mandell  

MLD-304-

A  

Science of Behavior Change: 

Judgment and Decision Making  

Fall Todd Rogers  

MLD-304-B Science of Behavior Change: 

Judgment and Decision Making  

Fall Todd Rogers  

MLD-305 Emotional Influences on Decision 

Making: Bias and Benefit  

Fall Jennifer Lerner  

MLD-326 Decision Making and Leadership in 

the Public Sector 

Fall Philip Heymann  

MLD-329 Power and Glory in Turbulent 

Times: The History of Leadership 

from Henry V to Mark Zuckerberg  

Spring Nancy Koehn  

MLD-342 Persuasion: The Science and Art of 

Effective Influence  

January Gary Orren  

MLD-355M Public Narrative: Self, Us, Now Fall Mod1 Marshall Ganz  

MLD-356M Public Narrative: Conflict, 

Continuity, Change  

Fall Mod2 Marshall Ganz  

MLD-364 Leadership on the Line  January Ronald Heifetz  

http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/(sort)/course_sort_key/(sort_dir)/desc/(subject)/MLD
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/(sort)/course_title/(sort_dir)/asc/(subject)/MLD
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/(sort)/term/(sort_dir)/asc/(subject)/MLD
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/(sort)/faculty_sort_key/(sort_dir)/asc/(subject)/MLD
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-221-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-221-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-221-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/brian-mandell
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-221-c
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-221-c
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-221-c
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-221-c
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/kessely-hong
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-221-d
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-221-d
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-221-d
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-221-d
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/kessely-hong
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-230
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-230
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-230
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-230
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/brian-mandell
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-304-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-304-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-304-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-304-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/todd-rogers
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-304-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-304-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-304-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/todd-rogers
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-305
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-305
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-305
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/jennifer-lerner
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-326
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-326
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-326
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/philip-heymann
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-329
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-329
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-329
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-329
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/nancy-koehn
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-342
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-342
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-342
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/gary-orren
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-355m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-355m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/marshall-ganz
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-356m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-356m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-356m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/marshall-ganz
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-364
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-364
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/ronald-heifetz
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Number  Course Title Semester  Faculty  

MLD-377 Organizing: People, Power, Change  Spring Marshall Ganz  

MLD-381 The Management of Crises 

Response  

Spring Juliette Kayyem  

MLD-

401M-A 

Financial Management in Public 

and Nonprofit Organizations  

Fall Mod2 Ann Thornburg  

MLD-

401M-B 

Financial Management in Public 

and Nonprofit Organizations  

Spr Mod3 Ann Thornburg  

MLD-408M Money Management and Policy 

Implementation in Developing 

Countries 

Spr Mod3 Matt Andrews  

MLD-410 State and Local Public Finance  Spring Shelby Chodos  

MLD-411 Budgeting and Financial 

Management  

Spring Linda Bilmes, Carlos 

Gonzalez Barragan  

MLD-412 Advanced Applied Management, 

Operations, and Budgeting  

Spring Linda Bilmes  

MLD-417M Complex Budgeting and Financial 

Management  

Not 

Offered 

Linda Bilmes  

MLD-427-

A  

Managing Financial Resources in 

Non Profit Organizations  

Fall James Honan  

MLD-427-B Managing Financial Resources in 

Non Profit Organizations  

Spring James Honan  

MLD-600 Leadership and Management Skills: 

A Behavioral Science Perspective  

Spring Jennifer Lerner  

MLD-601 Operations Management  Fall Mark Fagan  

MLD-604 Performance Leadership: Spring Robert Behn  

http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/(sort)/course_sort_key/(sort_dir)/desc/(subject)/MLD
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/(sort)/course_title/(sort_dir)/asc/(subject)/MLD
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/(sort)/term/(sort_dir)/asc/(subject)/MLD
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/(sort)/faculty_sort_key/(sort_dir)/asc/(subject)/MLD
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-377
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-377
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/marshall-ganz
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-381
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-381
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-381
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/juliette-kayyem
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-401m-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-401m-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-401m-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-401m-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/ann-thornburg
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-401m-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-401m-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-401m-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-401m-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/ann-thornburg
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-408m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-408m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-408m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-408m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/matt-andrews
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-410
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-410
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/shelby-chodos
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-411
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-411
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-411
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/linda-bilmes
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/carlos-gonzalez-barragan
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/carlos-gonzalez-barragan
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-412
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-412
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-412
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/linda-bilmes
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-417m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-417m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-417m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/linda-bilmes
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-427-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-427-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-427-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-427-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/james-honan
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-427-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-427-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-427-b
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/james-honan
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-600
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-600
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-600
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/jennifer-lerner
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-601
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-601
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/mark-fagan
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-604
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-604
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/robert-behn
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Number  Course Title Semester  Faculty  

Producing Results in Public and 

Nonprofit Agencies 

MLD-617M Effective Implementation: Learning 

from Effective Implementers  

Spr Mod4 Francis Hartmann  

MLD-620 Innovating in the Public Sector  Spring Mark Moore, Stephen 

Goldsmith, Jorrit de Jong  

MLD-801 Strategic Management of Nonprofit 

and Nongovernmental 

Organizations 

Fall Nathalie Laidler-

Kylander  

MLD-805 Philanthropy and Public Problem-

Solving  

Spring Christine Letts, James 

Bildner  

MLD-810M Financial Strategy and Leadership 

in High-Performing Nonprofits 

Not 

Offered 

Luther Ragin, Jr.  

MLD-812M New Frontiers in Philanthropy, 

Social Enterprise, and Impact 

Investing  

Spr Mod3 David Wood, James 

Bildner  

MLD-815M Topics in Nonprofit Financial 

Management  

Not 

Offered 

Luther Ragin, Jr.  

MLD-830-

A  

Entrepreneurship and Innovation 

in the Private and Social Sectors  

Fall Dick Cavanagh  

MLD-830-

C 

Entrepreneurship and Innovation 

in the Private and Social Sectors  

Spring Dick Cavanagh  

MLD-835 Social Entrepreneurship, Policy and 

Systems Change: How to Drive 

Real Impact on Social Problems  

Spring   Alan Khazei  

 

  

http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/(sort)/course_sort_key/(sort_dir)/desc/(subject)/MLD
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/(sort)/course_title/(sort_dir)/asc/(subject)/MLD
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/(sort)/term/(sort_dir)/asc/(subject)/MLD
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/(sort)/faculty_sort_key/(sort_dir)/asc/(subject)/MLD
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-604
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-604
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-617m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-617m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-617m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/francis-hartmann
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-620
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-620
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/mark-moore
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/stephen-goldsmith
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/stephen-goldsmith
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/jorrit-de-jong
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-801
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-801
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-801
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-801
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/nathalie-laidler-kylander
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/nathalie-laidler-kylander
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-805
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-805
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-805
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/christine-letts
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/james-bildner
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/james-bildner
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-810m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-810m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-810m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/luther-ragin,-jr
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-812m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-812m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-812m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-812m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/david-wood
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/james-bildner
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/james-bildner
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-815m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-815m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-815m
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/luther-ragin,-jr
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-830-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-830-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-830-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-830-a
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/dick-cavanagh
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-830-c
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-830-c
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-830-c
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-830-c
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/dick-cavanagh
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-835
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-835
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-835
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/degrees/teaching-courses/course-listing/mld-835
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/about/faculty-staff-directory/alan-khazei
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Annex 2: MLD-101, HKS’s required first-year course entitled 

Strategy, Structure and Leadership in Public Service Organizations10 

Course description 

MLD-101 has been designed to equip MPP students with analytic techniques 

public and non-profit managers and leaders can use to increase the value their 

organizations create. We do not assume that all students will necessarily become 

leaders and managers of public or non-profit organizations. We understand that 

there are many other platforms from which one can exercise leadership in public 

life—including the positions of policy analyst, political advocate, or elected 

representative of the people. All of these roles, however, benefit from a 

sophisticated understanding of management, leadership, and decision making.  

The objectives of MLD-101 are to help you:  

1. Expand your repertoire of motivational strategies to increase group 

performance and lead change 

2. Enhance the efficiency and productivity of your team work  

3. Sharpen your analysis of and potential to leverage personal and 

organizational networks 

4. Improve your strategic thinking, particularly, in terms of how to align 

organizational mission, strategy, culture, and performance management 

5. Become a more sophisticated analyst of leadership situations 

Teaching topics 

Leadership and Power 

Negotiation Analysis 

Cognitive Biases 

Managing Conflict 

Persuasion 

Inspiration 

Mission & Strategy 

Strategic Management: Operations  

Performance Management 

Leveraging Diversity 

Crisis Leadership 

Charismatic Leadership  

Transactional & Transformational Leadership 

                                                           
10

 From MLD-101b: Strategy, Structure, & Leadership, Fall Semester 2012. At 

http://www.hks.harvard.edu/syllabus/MLD-101B.docx (accessed 26 December 2012). 

http://www.hks.harvard.edu/syllabus/MLD-101B.docx
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Required readings 

Excerpts from Burns, J. M. 1979. "The Power of Leadership," In Leadership. 

New York: Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. Pages 12-23.  

Excerpts from Lax, D. A. and Sebenius, J. K. 1986. The Manager as 

Negotiator: Bargaining for Cooperation and Competitive Gain. New York: Free 

Press on “Power in Bargaining” (pp. 249-257). 

Sebenius, J. K. 1997. Introduction to Negotiation Analysis: Creating and 

Claiming Value. Boston: Harvard Business School Press. 

Sebenius, J. K. 1996. Sequencing to Build Coalitions: With Whom Should I 

Talk First? (pp. 324-348). In R. J. Zeckhauser, R. L. Keeney, J. K. Sebenius, 1996. 

Wise Choices: Decisions, Games, and Negotiations. Boston: Harvard Business 

School Press. 

Complete “Gender-Career” Implicit Association Test 

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/demo/takeatest.html or read: 

Greenwald, A. G., McGhee, D. E., & Schwartz, J. L. K. (1998). Measuring 

individual differences in implicit cognition: The implicit association test. Journal 

of Personality and Social Psychology, 74(6), 1464-1480. 

Rudman, L. A., & Kilianski, S. E. (2000). Implicit and explicit attitudes 

toward female authority. Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin, 26(11), 

1315-1328. 

Tversky, A., & Kahneman, D. (1981). The framing of a decision and the 

psychology of choice. Science, 211, 453-463. 

Dunning, D., Griffin, D. W., Milojkovic, J. D., & Ross, L. (1990). The 

overconfidence effect in social prediction. Journal of Personality and Social 
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